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At Home Learning Resources 
Below are suggested activities for students to work on throughout the week but is not required. 

 

Grade Level: Fifth Grade 

Week of: April 6 
 
 

Content Area Activities 

Reading  Skill: Main Ideas  
Activity 1: Read 30-45 minutes each day  
Activity 2: Read attached article, “Piecing Together Fossils.” Read with the lens 
of identifying the main idea (what the article is mostly about.) 
Activity 3: Complete the questions and confer with your parents or the answer 
key. 

Word Study Skill: Prefixes (re- and un-)   
Activity 1: How many words can you build/spell with these prefixes? 
Activity 2: Go on a book hunt for words with these prefixes. Make a T-chart to 
organize your words into two columns. Based on the words you found, what 
might the prefix re- stand for? What might un- stand for? 
Activity 3: Look up the definition of any of the words you can’t define to your 
parents. 

Writing Skill: Introductions  
Activity 1: Schools are considering banning chocolate milk. Choose a 
stance/side and write an introduction to your essay. 

• Use prior knowledge or feel free to practice your researching 
skills from a trusted source prior to writing to help think through possible 
reasons that support your stance/side.   

Activity 2: Revise your introduction by adding in a question or statistic that 
hooks the reader. Then consider the other side. Write a second introduction 
from the other perspective. 
Activity 3: “Writing Stamina” Set the timer for 10 minutes. Write long about a 
character from a book you’re reading, a theme present, or an interesting topic 
you know a lot about.  

Math Skill: Multiply decimals by whole number powers of 10  
Activity 1: Khan Academy Video 
Watch the Khan Academy link below. Then, answer the question that follows.  
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/6th-grade-foundations-engageny/6th-
m4-engage-ny-foundations/6th-m4-tb-foundations/v/multiplying-a-decimal-
by-a-power-of-10  
If one apple sauce pouch is 3.2 ounces, how many ounces would 10 pouches 
be? 100 pouches? 1,000 pouches?  
(Remember: 10 pouches are heavier than 1 pouch, so your digits will shift left 
while your decimal appears to shift right.)  
Activity 2: Decimal Hunt 
Hunt for 5 different decimal numbers around your home (shampoo bottle, can 

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/6th-grade-foundations-engageny/6th-m4-engage-ny-foundations/6th-m4-tb-foundations/v/multiplying-a-decimal-by-a-power-of-10
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/6th-grade-foundations-engageny/6th-m4-engage-ny-foundations/6th-m4-tb-foundations/v/multiplying-a-decimal-by-a-power-of-10
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/6th-grade-foundations-engageny/6th-m4-engage-ny-foundations/6th-m4-tb-foundations/v/multiplying-a-decimal-by-a-power-of-10
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of soup, newspaper, etc.).   
Then, multiply the decimals you find by 10, 100, and 1000.   
Activity 3: Make your own word problem 
Write your own word problem that involves multiplying a decimal by a whole 
number power of 10. Use the example from Activity 1 to help. Then, write an 
equation and solve the word problem you wrote. 

Science Skill: Analyzing data and asking questions   
Activity 1: Analyze patterns in a data table  

• Scenario: You are at a beach in Florida and notice that every day you 
make a sandcastle, the next day it is washed away. You find 
the attached table and start to analyze it. Maybe it will help you figure out 
why your sandcastles keep disappearing.  

Please see the attached April6Science document with data table and more 
direction.   
Activity 2: Assemble “tide mini-booklet" or do tide research in another way.   
See April6Science document for tide mini-booklet.   
Then, write down any new questions you have.   

Social Studies Skill: Understanding United States History  
Activity 1: Read the attached article, “John Cabot.” 
Activity 2: “Close Reading” - Reread the article again. Use the thinking 
routine, “Connect-Extend-Challenge," to deepen your understanding. 

• What can you connect to from your 
social studies prior knowledge? (Think about what you have learned from 
our social studies books this year on explorers)  
• How has your learning extended (something new you learned)?   
• What proves to be challenging about this topic (questions/wonderings 
you still have)?  

Activity 3: Complete the questions and confer with your parents or the answer 
key. 

Art Greetings from your Lake Orion Art Teachers! We really miss seeing you each 
day. Our hope is for you to continue to have creative opportunities while you 
are at home. Please enjoy these lessons which can be done with basic paper, 
pencil and coloring supplies or just use your imagination! HAPPY CREATING!!  
Activity 1: In Art we talk a lot about the color wheel.  Here is a song to remind 
you of some of our color wheel vocabulary.    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fph81KVY6f8  
Activity 2: Take a walk around your house and collect items that are a solid 
color.  You will have fun making a “Found Object Color Wheel” out of your own 
toys, pens, and anything else you have laying around your house.  Once you 
finish your scavenger hunt you can sort your items by color.  After your items 
are sorted you can arrange them in a circle in order of the color wheel. Start 
with red, then red-orange, orange, orange-yellow, yellow, yellow-green, green, 
green-blue, blue, blue-violet, violet, and finish with violet-red.  

Media Activity 1: (Think about a nonfiction topic you would like to learn more about) 
Using a book from your home, or online resource from your school's 
homepage, research your topic.  
Activity 2: (Using sidewalk chalk, art supplies, or a digital publication tool) 
Create a visual display of your nonfiction learning for a larger audience to view 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fph81KVY6f8
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and learn from. You can draw on the sidewalk, create a poster, make a 
PowerPoint/Sway presentation to share with neighbors, friends, and family.   
Activity 3: Think about some of the characters you come to know in your 
reading.   
Choose one of the following to design/build/draw/create:  

• Map of the setting  
• A new costume  
• A character’s favorite recipe  
• A Prop from the story  

Music Activity 1: Use Chrome Lab Song maker to create a melody in the web browser 
google chrome. https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Song-Maker/  
Once you're finished, you can hit "save" and copy the link to your friends and 
music teacher!    
  
Activity 2: Ask one of your parents what their favorite song is and listen to 
their favorite song and then your favorite song. How are they the same? How 
are they different? Use music describing words like tempo (speed of the 
music), acoustic, electric, high/low, loud/quiet. 

Physical Education Activity 1: Couch Island  
Equipment: Pillows, Blankets, stuffed animals, stopwatch and a couch  
Set up: With parent’s permission, create a trail leading to a couch in your 
house.  It can be long or short depending upon your choice.  
Activity: You will work on balancing and pathways in this activity. Students will 
start on an object and make their way all the way to the couch. If a student falls 
off, they must restart. Time yourself to see how long it takes.  
Modification: Longer or shorter blankets or objects can be larger or smaller  
Activity 2: Plank Tic Tac Toe   
Make a tic tac toe board out of tape on the floor or on a piece of paper. Then 
cut out X’s and O’s to use as your game pieces. While holding a push up plank 
play your family in tic tac toe. You will move the playing piece with your hand 
onto the board. The whole time you are staying in your plank position. When 
there is a winner clear the board and start again.  
Activity 3: Spell Your Name Workout  
If you are on your own, spell your first name. Working out as a family, do this 
together by spelling your last name. A=50 Jumping Jacks B=20 Crunches C=30 
Squats D=15 Push Ups E= 1 min wall sits F=10 Burpees G=20 Arm Circles H= 20 
Squats I= 30 Jumping Jacks J=15 Crunches K= 10 Push Ups L=2 min wall sit 
M=20 Burpees N=40 Jumping Jacks O=25 Burpees P=15 Arm Circles Q=30 
Crunches R=15 Push Ups S=30 Burpees T=15 Squats U= 30 Arm Circles V=3 min 
wall sit W=20 Burpees X=60 Jumping Jacks Y=10 crunches Z= 20 Push Ups  

 
Don’t forget there are lots of additional resources for students on the Home 

Learning Resources for LOCS Students Padlet:  https://padlet.com/loteachingandlearning/j1jg1u0i2qv3 
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